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Abstract: In this research study for the firsttime zirconium doped vanadium oxide nanotubes (VONTs) were synthesized. 
Zr-doped VONTs were performed by using hydrothermal method. Zr-VONTs prepared 0.02 wt%. The structure and 
morphology of the nanotubes were investigated by x- ray diffraction (XRD), scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and 
transmission electron microscopy (TEM). In contrast to the undoped VONTs, the interlayer distance between oxide layers in 
the (V0.98Zr0.02 )x ONTs increases owing to replacement of some V in nanotubes by Zr with a large ionic radius. The results 
showed that zirconium 0.02wt% doped VONTs complately and the doping Zr into VONTs leads to increasing interlayer 
distances. 
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1. Introduction 

Synthesis of different kinds of nanotubes as Inorganic 
nanotubes were considering after the discovery of carbon 
nanotubes [1]. One inorganic nanotubes (WS2) synthesized in 
1992 [2], (MoS2) in 1993 [3], (BN), (Sio2) 1995 [4, 5], (Tio2), 
(VOx) in 1998 [6, 7], (Nicl2), (NbSe2) in 2000 [8, 9], etc. 
Methods for synthesizing inorganic nanotubes, together 
simulations of their structure and predictions of their 
properties, have been reviewed by Ivanovski [10]. The inner 
and outer diameters of the nanotubes varied from 20 to 40 nm 
and 80 to 100 nm. The nanotubes measured several 
micrometers in length [11]. Spahr et al [12] first synthesized 
redox active vanadium oxide, using vanadium alkoxide as a 
precursor while primary amines as structure directing agants. 
Later, nanotubular vanadium oxides were successfully 
synthesized by V2O5 or VOCl3 precursors [13] and aromatic 
amine structure directing agant [14]. Inorganic nanotubes have 
potential application in catalytic processes and electrochemical 
properties [15, 16]. Vanadium oxide nanotubes is similar to 
that of carbon nanotubes discovared by Iijima in 1991 [1]. 

Vanadium oxide nanotubes are made of multilayer scrolls with 
thick walls built up from several vanadium oxide layers [17]. 
Vanadium oxide nanotubes are useful materials due to their 
widely used for dehydrogenation or partial oxidations of 
alkanes to olefins [18-23]. The prepared VONTs sensors 
excellent sensing sensitivity and superior recovery property in 
detecting ethanol vapor [24, 25-27], nitric oxide, oxygen, 
nitrogen oxide [28], trimethylamine (TEA) and 
dimethylmethylphosphonate (DMMP) [29], and so on. The 
VONTs is of p-type behavior at 80°C. 

Among the various nanostructure, vanadium oxide is an 
important material for sensing materials. In particular VONTs 
have recently attracted attention because they offer a large 
active surface area and numerous channels for ionic transport 
owing to their multiwalled tubular structures [2-7]. The tubular 
morphology of the vanadium oxide is particularly attractive 
since it provide access to the three different contact regions: 
inner and outer surface as well as the tube ends [30], and these 
make the VONTs likely to be good sensor materials [31]. The 
ends of these nanotubes are open, so different cations can be 
introduced into the inner cavity of the nanotubes [8]. This 
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nanotubes offer four different contact regions, namely, the tube 
ends, the inner and outer wall surfaces as well as the inter–
walls spaces. Vanadium oxide nanotubes can provide 
electrolyte-filled channels [32]. If are entering metallic ions 
into NT structure (doping process), certainly it has its effect on 
the magnetic and electric its behavior [32] and interlayer 
distances. Mai et al (2003) [34] reported doping molybdenum, 
tungsten, and copper. Li et al (2007) [33] and jiao et al (2006) 
[35] and rouhani et al (2011) respectively [2, 9, 12-16]. 
Different amount for doping can be Creating different results. 
Therefore type and amount of metal doping is important [1, 36]. 
Vanadium oxide nanotubes (VOx- NTS) are useful material and 
have applicability in chemical process. Different types if 
vanadium oxide consists of vanadium pentaoxide (V2O5), 
vanadium dioxide (VO2) vanadium oxy trichloride (VOcl3) and 
vanadic acid (HVO3) as vanadium Source Are used for 
successful synthesis of vanadium oxide nanotubes [37].  

In this research zirconium (Zr) doped VONTs were 
synthesized and characterized for the first time. Zr doped 
vanadium oxides have found a wide range of application 
because of their selective oxidation [32]. Zirconium (zr) is 
widely in biomedical applications as orthopedic, and dental 
implant materials but pure zr metal cannot bond directly with 
bone [38]. Zr doped vanadium oxide nanotubes (VONTS) 
were prepared by hydrothermal method that organic 
molecules as structure directing templates in hydrothermal 
method [36]. The nanotubes were characterized by X- ray 
diffraction (XRD), scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and 
transmission electron microscopy (TEM). 

2. Experimental 

Vanadium oxide nanotubes were hydrothermal synthesized 
from a mixture of V2O5, C12H25NH2 and distilled water. The Zr 
doped VONTs were prepared with V2O5 (> 99%, merck) ZrO2 
(>99%, merck) and dodecylamine (> 98%, merck) as a template 
were mixed in the molar ratio (V1-x Zrx)y ONTs (x= 0.02) In 
distilled water, and the mixture were stirred for 48 h in air. The 
resulting mixture (gel) was shall [1]. The autoclave was kept at 
180οC for 4 days and then allowed to cool naturally. The 
abtained product was washed with hexan and absolute ethanol 
and then dried. The powder suggested that some V+5 ions were 
reduced to V+4 by decomposition of the organic compound [39]. 
X-ray powder diffraction (XRD) patterns of the prepared 
samples were obtained using pw 3064 with cu radiation (4o kv, 
4omA). Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) using Em – 3200 
at 25 KV. The morphologies and structres of the obtained 
products were observed by SEM and by transmission electron 
microscopy (TEM) on a zeiss-EM10C-100KV. 

3. Results 

The x-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns of V1-x Zrx ONTs (X= 
0.02) are shown in figure 1. XRD meagurments were prformed 
on the prepared nanotubes to assess the overall phase structure. 
The pattern shows a variety of intense peaks occurring in 
between 10ο to 60ο 2theta. It can be seen that there are not 

significant differences among them and two set of diffraction 
patterns are observed in each of them: The peaks at 2θ<100 
indicated nanotubes formation the 001 (Figure 2) one 
corresponding to a well ordered layer structure and (hko) one 
corresponding to the two dimensional structure of the V (Zr) 
Oxlayers which from the walls of the nanotubes, which Zr 4+ 
ions enter the crystalline lattice of vanadium oxide layer in the 
nanotubes [40, 41]. The dimension of the crystals unitcell are a 
function of the placement of the atoms in the unitcell. The 
highest intensity is at lowangle reflections. The relationship 
between the wavelength of the X-ray beam, λ, the angle of 
diffraction, 2θ, and the distance between each set of atomic 
plances of the crystal lattice, d, is given by Bragg condition 
λ=2dsinθ where (n) represents the order of diffraction. From 
this equation, we can calculate the interplanar distances of the 
the crystalline material being studied [42] three intense peaks 
are apparent on pattern at d-values 3.19, 6.53 and 9.83nm.  

 
Figure 1. XRD patterns of 2%Zr-doped VONTs and VONTs (2θ=1-60ο). 

 
Figure 2. XRD patterns of 2%Zr-doped VONTs and VONTs (2θ=1-10ο). 
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The scanning electron microscopy (SEM) shown in 
figure 3. The SEM image indicates that it is made almost 
entirely of nanotubes. As can be seen from Figure 3 the 
nanotubes have open ends. The SEM images indicated that 

the V0.98 Zr0.02 ONTs have tubular morphology. Figure 4 
shows TEM image of Zr-VONTs. The sample is multiwall 
nanotubes and also the average length of the Zr -VONTs is 
larger than 1µm. 
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Figure 3. The SEM of VONTs-Zr. 

 

 
Figure 4. The TEM of VONTs-Zr. 

Table 1. The d values of different samples obtained by XRD. 

sample Tempalet dxrd(nm) 

VONTs dodcylamin 3.34 
V0.98Zr0.02ONTs dodcylamin 3.19 

4. Discussion 

The x-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns of V1-x Zrx ONTs 
(X= 0.02) are shown in figure 1. 

The peaks at 2θ<100 indicated three intense peaks at d-
values 3.19 nm, 6.53nm and 9.83nm. The d-value give us the 
interlayer distance of those nanotubes observed in the SEM 
and TEM results. In doped samples 001 peaks shifted toward 
lower diffraction angle (Figure 2) corresponding to increase 
of inter layer distance and that the increase of doping level of 
the zirconium into VONTs leads to increasing inter layer 
distances. Ionic radius zr 4+(0.8Ǻ) is larger than Ionic radius 
V5+ (0.5Ǻ), therefore the replacement of vanadium ions with 
zirconium ions to be dvalue from 2.65nm to 2.70nm. 

5. Conclusion 

The preparation of V0.98 Zr0.02ONTs has been achieved Via 
hydrothermal treatment subsequently generates the tubes. 
The sample have a layered structures and tubular morphology. 
According results, doping of 0.02%wt Zr into VONTs 
prepared by hydrothermal method.  

The results showed that doping of V0.98 Zr0.02 ONTs were 
synthesized. In the doping done, increase of the inter layer 
distance (dvalue ) in the V0.98 Zr0.02 ONTs with an attributed to 
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the replacement Zr4+with V5+ ions. The nanotubes have 
tubular morphology.  
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